Dynamical control of the dialysis process. Part II: An improved algorithm for the solution of a tracking problem.
An efficient algorithm for the optimization of process parameters during dialysis has been developed. By solving a tracking-problem for prescribed time courses of distinguished variables, it is possible to compute optimal concentrations of electrolytes in dialysate as well as an optimal rate of ultrafiltration. These variables are indirectly influencing the status of the patient and can be directly modelled. They are describing the important exchange processes between blood and dialysate as well as between the different distribution spaces within the patient during dialysis. Their time courses are determined by an individually identifiable patient model. The tracking problem was treated as a dynamic optimization problem, and a continuous descent procedure which is usually employed for solving unconstrained static optimization problems has been adapted in such a manner that it is applicable for the solution of this problem. The used method is characterized by its simple mode of application, short solution time and moderate storage need. Especially in cases of contradictional requirements for desired time courses of model outputs the used optimization method performs well.